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Abstract
Application of information system on the inventory will provide many benefits for the company in developing company in order to improve the company's performance become more effective and efficient. This research was conducted at manufacturing companies, to know overall about inventory items in the company. The purpose of this research is to find out the effectiveness of the inventory as a resource physical economy that needs to be held and maintained in order to support the process booking goods and sales in progress PT Monier. PT Monier is as a company manufacturers concrete roofing materials with the production system where the process for creating objects with cross-section of fixed. The methods of analysis used is descriptive data analysis method. Engineering data collection with do the observations to the company, conducting interviews, and route the study library with books, the literary, the materials gained during lectures relevant to the problems examined. Research results shows that the control of inventory items It often happens booking of the goods to the supplier in excess inventory and the shortage of supplies. Due to the lack of regard for the State of inventory items. Inventory data input errors often occur more than once for similar goods give rise to errors in reporting. Then the author here attempted to analyze the problems against information systems inventory items and to find solutions to the fore of the existing problems by fixing a system that is less than optimal.
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1. Introduction
In entering the wider world of economic development today, every growing and growing company requires an internal control of good inventory in support and facilitate its production activities. The company's main objective is to gain optimal profit in accordance with the company's growth in the long term, so as to ensure the company's survival.

Inventories are the most active element in the trading company and one of the basic requirements that must be fulfilled and owned by a company in the trade activity because in trading traded is the inventory. In the enterprise, there is a stock of goods that handle the process of order goods or sales. In relation to the supply of goods and the return of an item that should be processed so that the data can be easily accessed.

Inventories are vulnerable to damage and theft. Damage, incorrect insertion, negligent to record the request, the goods issued are not on order, and all other possibilities may cause the inventory record to differ from the actual inventory there is in the warehouse. For that it takes internal control of the supplies aimed at protecting the company's property and also for the information on inventories to be more trustworthy.

PT MONIER is located in Cikokol Tangerang. Potentially industrial area Jl. MH. Thamrin No. 24 Cikokol Operating since 1973, MONIER has a quality roof system solution consisting of
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PAMINDO TIGA T). Explained that the research they have done is about the results of analysis using SDLC method with waterfall model. The waterfall model has 5 stages so it can be easier to get the latest information, and facilitate the processing of incoming goods and outbound goods.

4. Research conducted by Ani Oktarini Sari and Elan Nuari from PILAR Nusa Mandiri Journal in 2017 entitled "DESIGN BUILD INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR WEB-BASED GOODS in the FAST METHOD (FRAMEWORK FOR THE APPLICATIONS)". Explained that the research they do is not the accuracy of data stock of goods. Therefore analyze the utilities using the system development model of FAST method (Framework for the Application System Thinking). Which is where the proposed system benefits can facilitate data retrieval and data processing to get out of the goods more effectively and efficiently.

5. The research conducted by Kusmanto from the INFOTEK scientific journal in 2018 titled "The APPLICATION PLANNING of RUBBER SAP SUPLAYER AT PT. RUBBER HOCK LIE USING VISUAL BASIC. NET ". Explained that the research they do in this part of the supplier is still using Microsoft Excel 2007. So that researchers designed the system by using Visual Basic Net because it is easy to understand and fast in its workmanship and facilities provided very much and the programs generated by the application is quite good quality and The use of the software is not very difficult.

6. Research conducted by Friska Baramuli and Sifrid S. Pangemanan from EMBA Journal in the year 2015 titled "ANALYSIS of INFORMATION SYSTEM ON INVENTORY ACCOUNTING for YAMAHA BIMA MOTOR TOLI TOLI". It is explained that the research they are forming is the establishment of a must-have system owned by Yamaha Bima Motor Toli-Toli and the output received from a system which is the purpose of an accounting information system has been Appropriate, that is to change the existing information so that it becomes effective and efficient for all users information, as well as data generated with up-to-date assisting all parties in the presentation of inventory information and other information needed To make a decision.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Problem Analysis

Based on the analysis done, there are several problems encountered among them :

1. In the process of goods supply system in PT Monier has been done in semi-computerized, namely using Microsoft Excel, but not optimal because when it needs information on goods, Warehouse admins must open all existing tables and even check One by one the goods are available in the warehouse. So it is ineffective and efficient for warehouse admins because of the length of the data retrieval process resulting in a large amount of data that has been lost.

2. The preparation of incoming goods reports and outgoing goods at PT Monier still with the manual is write on paper by noting the date of entry or exit date, item code, quantity of goods and the other so as to make the admin warehouse difficulty to check the stock The inventory in the warehouse as well as the manual process resulted in the buildup of paper on the warehouse and ineffective overall.

3. Information about the goods in the warehouse is not maximized. Because there is often an error writing the Code of goods, the name of goods and also the quantity of goods, so that in controlling the order of goods results often the occurrence of excess or shortage of stock goods that fatal can make losses on Company.

3.2. Troubleshooter

Looking at the problems that often occur in PT Monier, then to overcome this need a workaround alternative is the first to design a system that is created from the creation of the UML diagram and prototype using the application Balsamiq so that can then make a computerized system Web-based for the inventory system, functioning to get information
about the stock of goods updates so that the goods stock can be controlled well. By using a website the warehouse part no longer need to take notes on the paper for every logging of incoming goods and outgoing goods. The system is also able to provide update reports so as to minimize errors in the amount of goods per month so as not to make a loss on the company.

![UseCase Diagram Admin Work Process](image)

**Figure 2. UseCase Diagram Admin Work Process**

The explanation in the picture 2 above shows about the entire work process for admins who are functioning to record and display the stock data of the warehouse items as well as facilitate controlling the stock of existing goods in order to produce an accurate report. Where in the usecase it displays as a whole 1 (one) system that covers all the activities. In UseCase the author is made that there is 1 (one) actor who conducts the activity of data input goods is done by the admin, also there are 5 (five) usecase that can be done by actors namely login, home, goods, transactions, and reports. And besides, the system is also shown 3 (three) include goods, transactions, and also reports. Where in the system is also displayed 8 (eight) extends which includes the name of the goods, add the data of goods, delete the data of goods, incoming goods, outgoing goods, daily reports, monthly reports and annual reports.

3.3. Program Listings

Program listings are the arrangement of some data structures, then the arrangement can be compiled into a sort of programming command used in drafting a software command, which is used to design and build websites. Inventory stock of goods at PT Monier. With the design of the website inventory stock goods can facilitate the admin part of the warehouse in the process of recording, input up to the manufacture of stock reports of goods for the company. And here is the program code used to create the website display of the stock inventory information system in PT Monier.
3.4. Implementation

From the results of the analysis can be made into a website display inventory system stock of goods to provide explanation of this web-based inventory system to do data collection and monitoring of the availability of goods Real time existing in PT Monier. as follows:

1. **Page Display Login**

![Figure 3. Page Display login](image)

To be able to input the data of goods or others, which must be done first by the Admin warehouse is a warehouse admin can log in first to use the inventory system of goods by entering the username and password. Login can only be done by warehouse Admin with username and password already registered. After a successful login The warehouse admin can use the existing inventory system.
2. Display Dashboard

![Figure 4. Display Dashboard](image)

Once the warehouse admin is successfully logged in, the warehouse admin can see the dashboard view that fits the existing needs. In the dashboard view of spare parts on the system, this view of the warehouse admins can see the transactions made and can also see the stock of the remaining items in the warehouse. Where the stock of goods appearing in the dashboard will display a red Notif when the goods have reached the minimum stock.

3. Display Data of Goods

![Figure 5. Display Data of Goods](image)

Furthermore, Warehouse admins can view and input the goods data as needed. In the Data menu display item Sparepart on this system, this view of warehouse admins can input item number, description, picking sequence, stock, and units. Where to input the data Sparepart and also displays the results of all the data that has been entered.
4. Display Supplier Data

![Figure 6. Display Supplier Data](image)

Furthermore, warehouse admins can see and input the supplier data as needed. On the Supplier menu display on the system, this view of the Warehouse admins can input names, owners, addresses, and contacts. Where to simplify the warehouse admin to input the supplier data and also display the results of all the data that has been in the inputs.

5. Display Incoming Goods

![Figure 7. Display Incoming Goods](image)

If there is an incoming goods warehouse admin directly can input the data of the goods in the system so as not to be buried goods in the warehouse that resulted in the buildup of goods warehouse. In the display of the incoming Goods Data menu on this system view the Admin warehouse can input the transaction, date of entry, supplier, item number, description and the amount of which will input the incoming goods data and also store the results of all data has been input.
6. Display Goods Out

Goods to be used for production machinery needs should be recorded in the process of logging the goods out. In the display of Data menu item out on this system the display for the Warehouse admin can input PO outgoing transactions, outgoing date, machine, item number, and the amount where the result of the data Ginputan this outgoing goods can store the results of all data has been input.

7. Display Incoming Goods Report

Once the admin of the warehouse makes the goods transaction in the Admin warehouse can see the report data on existing incoming goods every day, monthly and yearly. In the Data menu display of incoming goods reports on the system, this view of the
warehouse admins can see in detail what there is on the incoming goods so as not to make a mistake in the number of incoming goods and make the data more accurate.


![Image of a report showing outgoing goods]

Figure 10. Display Outgoing Goods Report

Once the admin of the warehouse make goods transactions outgoing admin Warehouse can see the data reports out existing items every day, monthly and yearly. In the Data menu display of outgoing items on the system, this view of the warehouse admins can see in detail what there is on the exit item so as not to make a mistake in the number of items that are out there and make the data more accurate.

4. Conclusion

Based on the analysis that has been done and has been in accordance with what you want to be displayed, can be concluded by the existence of inventory stock system in PT. Monier can provide effective and efficient facilities because:

1. With the creation of a stock website inventory goods with good warehouse admins will be easier to input data at once in the manufacture of data reports of goods effectively and efficiently.
2. The supply of goods in PT Monier has not been well controlled, so that the warehouse part does not know directly the amount of stock of goods in the warehouse. This causes the difficulty of getting information updated about the overall stock report of the goods.
3. The draft information system of stock inventory in PT. Monier started from the creation of the UML diagram, then made a draft prototype with the application Balsamiq in order to be implemented in the form of web-based coding.
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